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January 31st. 2014     

Duty Roster 

This Week on 1st. February – Casey Fields: - Nigel Kimber,  Anthony Gullace, Graham 
Haines & Damian Halloran. 
Next Week on 8th. February – Dunlop Rd: - Steve Barnard, Rob Harris, Frank Nyhuis, Martin 
Stalder, Jason Halls, Chris Hampton, Harry Hanley, Duncan Hansford, David Harding, 
Catrin Harris, Bruce Hawker, Michael Hay, Pat Healey & Marcus Herzog. 
 
  Note: Members rostered for marshal or traffic control duties must be at the circuit at least one hour before the 

scheduled start time to assist with the setting up of the course.  (But bring your bike, you just never know). If a 

marshal fails to turn up for duty, a rider will be balloted to do that duty. If you cannot turn up for duty, you must find a 

replacement and please advise Andrew Buchanan at  tiptop2@optusnet.com.au 

    

 

  

 

Metec, 25/1/2014:  
 It was a windy day at Metec, reminiscent of Casey Fields. The high-
light was the break away by James Alymer in B grade. James got 
away early and not content to just sit on, lapped the grade before 
the bell! Somebody suggested that it may be a first for the grade. 
Great ride James, enjoy A grade! 
 
Thank you to all the contributors for this week's newsletter. 
 Sub Ed. neil.cartledge1@bigpond.com.au 
 

 

A Grade: (Jean-Philippe Leclercq) 
Small group, but strong guys (again...). 
1st neutral lap turned into an unusual second neutral (lazy 
lap???) .This was interesting as all riders were watching 
each other. You could tell this race was going to be tactical 
and tough. 
Was again a typical Metec race with accelerations, 
decelerations. 

However, on this small group, most of the attacks were from 
Rob and the two Giants guys (sorry guys, not sure on the 
names). After 30min, there was a massive attack from one of 
the riders (do not know his name and do not remember his 
number, but, he won the race...smart/experienced rider) who 
was staying discretely at the back for most of the race. 
However, the group responded well and managed to catch 
him back. On the final two laps, Rob launched another 
attack, I jumped on to him and it was looking quite promising 
as we were relaying each other quite well, but suddenly on 
the last lap, Donnelly and the X rider (the "discrete one" at 
the back who won...) passed us like rockets. Lucky me I was 
behind Rob with a bit of energy left, I managed to jump on 
these two rockets and held on behind them for another final 
lap. On the sprint finish, I had no more legs and had to let go 
on these 2 guys. Finished 3rd, what a tough race, again. 
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D Grade: (Peter Mackie) 
Well, what a week makes! Last week’s placegetters were all 
over the place this week. 1

st
 placegetter didn’t show; Neil 

Cartledge wanted to see if his C grade legs were back; Rob 
and Hans appeared to struggle with either the pace early or 
the track itself.  
 
First let’s get this correct from the start; we had Adrian and 
Adrian both racing in D grade on Saturday. Unlike JC, Adrian 
who is recently up from E grade, didn’t listen to the words of 
wisdom (sit in & get use to the pace), no! He knew better 
and after the neutral lap off he went, setting a high pace in 
the windy conditions. First it looked like the group was 
leaving him out there hanging, than it became clear, nobody 
wanted to chase. 
 
After a few laps by himself Andrian worked his way back to 
the pack, than out the back – bye-bye Adrian. Than things 
became a little unsettled, a few surges and after 30 minutes 
the placegetters from last week departed (Rob & Hans). Phil 
Taylor put in some big efforts and as usual Colin was keen 
to close things down, before he felt his wheel give way 
around a corner – no crash but a flat. A few little gaps 
appeared after his departure. I had a couple of efforts to 
breakaway but was soon caught by one or two and nobody 
wanted to roll a turn, so we were all back together very 
quickly. 
 
About 15 minutes out off I went again, probably a lap out by 
myself than I was joined by John Neil who was keen to work 
to keep the gap; eventually David Coull & Andrian joined and 
were very much encouraged to roll turns. We could see Ron 
Chapman & Nick Hainal coming, with the main pack further 
back. Ron eventually latched on, Nick returned to the main 
bunch. Once he got he’s breath back Ronnie quickly got the 
group doing turns. Towards the end a few started to miss a 
turn (or three), no doubt saving themselves for the sprint. On 
the bell things eased before the rise where David took off 
with John & Andrian chasing, Ron & I sat back than decided 
to give chase also. Andrian soon passed David, John and 
Peter followed; around the final bend the positions didn’t 
change. Andrian 1

st
; Peter 2

nd
; John 3

rd
 & Ron 4

th
 with David 

finishing out of the money. 
 
Back at Casey next week, let’s see if Adrian has learnt 
anything and I’m sure Colin will be eager to make up a 
missed chance plus Rob, Hans and the sprinters too will be 
wanting correct things. 
 

D Grade: (John Neil) 
Having been dropped the week previous at Casey and spent 
Monday to Wednesday hill-climbing around Adelaide, Plan A 
for METEC was to tuck in somewhere in the large field and 
monitor moves but not instigate them. As ever it was not 
long before Plan A was blown away in the wind and early 
skirmishes and I started to work through the alphabet of 
alternative plans.  
 
The pace wound up after lap 1 with JC Wilson among others 
applying the pressure. There were a few early single-
handled attempts to break the grip of the peloton but none 

could fly free for long. Coming over the bump and into the 
chicane, I spotted two guys who seemed intent on going and 
decided to join them. But as I came on to them they pulled 
back and I was left hanging out to dry. I pressed on and 
pulled the train for a couple of laps before incipient 
weariness suggested I should ease back.  
 
I think it was at this time that the notorious Peter Mackie 
made one of his trademark attacks to find some clear air with 
only Phil Taylor able to power after him. This of course had 
the peloton upping gears and chasing up. While looking 
dangerous this attack faltered with Phil and Peter returning 
to the bunch. 
 
Nearing half way Peter was at it again, encouraging David 
Coull to go hunting after him. I was near the back of the 
bunch by now but saw Adrian Zubovic moving himself up 
and I sought to do likewise. I stepped on the gas over the 
bump and went into high revolution mode in an attempt to 
bridge to Peter and David. With no little effort I just made it.  
 
Peter welcomed me to the party advising we keep the pace 
up and roll short turns. I had no idea how much of a break 
we had and was focused on keeping my cadence up and 
taking my turn. We soon were four with the arrival of Adrian 
and, a little later, five as Ron (?) Chapman bridged.  We tried 
to keep working together but as the laps went by turns were 
inevitably missed and I had little idea how far back the 
chasing pack were though I could see it was depleted. I was 
beginning to feel the effects of my efforts, when I heard the 
bell and saw the board out for D. This was a pleasant 
surprise even if I was sitting in fifth place at the time. 
 
Round the back our little group compacted as each 
assessed his best chance. David broke first off the bump 
and I felt impelled to chase him through the chicane and 
round to the traffic lights where his run ended (to my great 
surprise). Into the final turn Adrian and Peter rounded me up 
and into the straight Adrian went immediately into sprint 
mode, followed by Peter and myself. I had enough in the 
tank to hold off Mr Chapman (and to pick up my first 
envelope since 2 November 2013 - still chasing the elusive 
maiden win in D Grade though). 
 
Unfortunately my Garmin played up and I have no data on 
the race. 
 

E Grade: (Laurie Bohn) 
Good to be racing again at our best venue. E Grade got 
away to a good steady pace until Greg Harvey decided 
some more speed was required. Pat Rhys joined in with 
some determined surges followed by Zen Gawronski who 
put some hurt into the legs.  Don't know what happened to 
Ron Stranks and Geoff Smith as I don’t remember seeing 
them at all and Barry Rodgers was unusually quiet. Louis 
Wolfers was riding a clever race occasionally going to the 
front but otherwise always sitting 2nd or 3rd wheel. Things 
eased up at about 45 mins. and at the bell, nobody wanted 
to lead into the wind so it was after the hill before anybody 
made a move. Still all together at last bend I managed to 
kick away to take 1st place followed by Louis and Geoff.  
Thanks everybody for a great race.   
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If I can say happy birthday to myself.  75 today and still 
racing for a win.   Unbelievable.  I offer no guarantees about 
the accuracy of my recollection as these events often pass in 
a blur. 

 

 
 

 

Metec: 25/1/14 

 First Second Third  Fourth Fifth 

A Grade (8) Russell Newnham Gerard Donnelly Jean-Philippe Leclercq   

B Grade (12) James Alymer Dayle Goodall Phil Thompson   

C Grade (15) Brian McCann Peter Shanahan Ian Gillies   

D Grade (17) Adrian Zubovic Peter Mackie John Neil Ron Chapman  

E Grade (8) Laurie Bohn Louise Wolfers Greg Harvey   

F Grade (8) Alex Watts Stewart Jenkins Frank Lees   

 
Thanks to the officials 
Last Week: Casey Fields 25/1/2014. 
Peter Mackie and Chris Norbury for taking entries, (referee), John Thomson Grant Greenhalgh and Peter Gray marshalling duties. 

Also thanks to Andrew Buchanan for managing the duty roster, JC Wilson for bringing the trailer and Dean Niclasen for bringing the 

drink refreshments. 

Metec: 29/1/14 (No racing due to the circuit being heat policy). We return next Tuesday (Feb 4
th

) for Croydon 

Cycleworks Racing. 

The Loop: 29/1/14.  

 First Second Third  

Division 1 Russell Newnham I Clark (N) Darren Woolhouse 

Division 2 R Clark (N) Tony Curulli Owen Anstey 

Division 3 Peter Gray Neil Cartledge P Griffiths (N) 

Division 4 John Eddy Laurie Bohn Frank Lees 

 
Future events:- 
Eastern Vets Program: www.easternvets.com/  

February Date Time Location Melway Ref Event 

Saturday  1 2:00pm Casey Fields 134 E10 Graded Scratch Races 

Saturday 8 1:30pm Dunlop Rd. 70K10 Graded Scratch Races 

Saturday 15 2:00pm Gruyere 282 G9 Graded Scratch Races 

Saturday 22 1:30pm Dunlop Rd. 70K10 Graded Scratch Races 

Monday 24 7:30pm Club Ringwood 50 C3 Monthly General Meeting 

 
Note: Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.  Handicap 
entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of participation.  Fees 
are due on race day; entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been paid. 
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail to the 
handicapper or on any race day prior to the event. 

Northern Vets Program: http: //www.northerncycling.com/ 
January 2014 Race Dist. Venue Time Event 

2/02/2014 Trentham Handicap 44/55km East Trentham 10:00am Vin Nuttal Memorial Handicap  

9/2/2014 Graded Scratch 1hr+Bell National Boulevard 9.00am Graded Scratch 

16/2/2014 Graded Scratch 30 laps National Boulevard 
8:30am Victorian Crit Championship & 

Support Races 

23/2/14 VVCC Handicap  Dookie (Goulburn Valley)   
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Don’t Trust Your GPS!! (Repeated from last week due to not inserting the photo) 

Tuesday riders were confronted with a red car blocking the 
bike path at Burnley on the way home this week.  The 
female driver had been studiously following instructions from 
her GPS and turned off the on ramp at Burnley, onto a dirt 
track, through a gate onto the bike path and continued for 
about 400 metres until it became obvious that this must have 
been the wrong way.  There was no way to go forward, and 
backing out was going to be tricky.   
 
 

 

TWO WHEELS IN SOUTH AMERICA 
(Shane Dwyer) 
 
Now, sorry to disappoint, but I cheated. I did spend three months (September to December 2013) with two friends touring South 
America (Chile, Bolivia and Argentina) on two wheels. We did 15,000kms in the three months. Now for the cheaty bit: we were on 
motorcycles. 
 
It was suggested that I might do a write up as some club members may be interested. There are a few pushbike bits in here so 
hopefully it will have some relevance and be of some interest to our pushbike community. 
 
Well first to answer the question everybody asks: How was it? It was great. 
People were friendly, security was never an issue of major concern, the roads were mostly good (emphasis on the mostly) and the 
scenery was stunning. The food was mostly average (but the Argentinian BBQs and the Chilean seafood – all was forgiven) and 
the coffee was mostly….well I suppose it was coffee. 
 
THE HIGHLIGHTS 
The Atacama Desert. The driest on earth (in some parts it has not rained since records started over two hundred years ago). I 
quipped to a few people that it makes central Australia look like rainforest. Other travelers said the same except they compared it 
to the Sahara. We rode for over a week through it and did not get one bug on our visors. There are no birds because there are no 
reptiles and no reptiles because there are no insects and there are no insects because there is nothing to eat. It was funny to see 
green stuff again (you know trees and shrubs and grass). 
Lake Titicaca. The highest (at over 4,000 metres) large lake on earth. A very special place. 
Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego. The deep south of the continent. Sorry for the clichés but simply stunning scenery. The glaciers 
into Lake Argentina – walls of blindingly white ice (even if they have retreated several kilometres in recent years).  And Torres Del 
Paine national park – you could never wish for more spectacular mountain scenery. They are not all that high (around 3,300 
metres) but they go straight up and for sheer spectacle they are up there with the Himalayas, the Rockies and the NZ Alps (and Mt 
Kosciusko I guess). They were a tad windy on occasions (see below). 
The Condors. Not as rare as I expected. One of the world’s truly spectacular birds (even if they are just a vulture). 
The Carretera Austral. This is a road down the southern Chilean coast completed in only the last few decades. Mostly it is gravel 
and it ends when the fiords are too much of an obstacle. This road has made many previous towns accessible by road that 
previously could only be accessed by boat or through Argentina. Even now the only land access to the bottom of Chile is through 
Argentina. The road goes through magnificent mountain and coastal scenery with lovely isolated coastal villages. 
Mount Villarica in Chile. I have seen active volcanoes before but have never climbed to the top (3,000 metres) through the snow 
and ice and peered into the centre of the earth (or so it seemed). And then slid all the way down on a glorified toilet seat. 
All the other highlights. I could go on and on but better leave some room in the newsletter for race results etc. 
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THE LOWLIGHTS 
Like all travel the best bits in the memory are often the worst bits at the time. 
 
Route 6 in Bolivia. This was marked as a major connecting route between Oruro and Sucre (I’m sure you would all be familiar 
with these cities) on all the maps we had. After we had “traversed” it (I use the word traversed loosely) we looked it up on the 
internet. The best comment was “this road only exists in the imagination of some clerk in the planning department in the capital La 
Paz”. The route consisted of riding up river beds and up and down barely existing tracks. At one stage we waited four hours while a 
bulldozer completed the road for us. We then didn’t really know where we were and kept pushing on thinking (with dubious logic) 
that eventually we must get somewhere. Well we rode for several hours in the dark – no big deal normally but one bike had an 
electrical problem which meant no headlight. We sort of tried to ride side by side but much of the route was down into valleys and 
then up the other side with maybe half a dozen hairpin bends both down and up. The hairpins just to make it interesting were loose 
sand and gravel. Oh did I mention that the only fuel in Bolivia is about 85 octane and we were at an altitude of over 4,000 metres. 
For the uphill hairpins it was a mix of major detonation in the engine (even with an anti-knock sensor) or slipping the clutch until it 
smoked. And of course at each hairpin it was almost inevitable that the bike with the headlight (me) would end up behind the bike 
without the headlight – the world just went dark for him. Why didn’t we just stop and camp? Well for at least two hours there wasn’t 
a bit of flat ground. 
 
Eventually we found a small village and camped on the edge of it. We found the energy to eat – a tin of sardines and few dried 
biscuits. If we’d had more energy we would have cooked but we didn’t so we didn’t. Into the tents and things didn’t look too bad. 
Except then the village dogs came to check us out. They went from tent to tent and barked and growled at each one. 
And then in the morning it was minus eight. We did what the locals did and stood around looking miserable until the sun came over 
the surrounding hills. At least we had boots on – the locals had sandals and bare feet. As an aside this was in the Tropics but was 
the coldest we struck (we were at 4,000 plus metres altitude). 
I’m still not sure if the last bit should go into the high or the low lights. 
 
The coffee. South America supplies great coffee to the rest of the world. You’d think they could keep some for themselves (or at 
least for people from Melbourne – you know what we are like with our coffee). But they don’t! The only time we could get good 
coffee was in tourist places (which we tended to avoid). Even then it was a gamble. Much of the time the “coffee” was a cup of hot 
water and a sachet of Nescafe. They would always apologise that that was all they had. 
 
The wind in the south. It’s called a katabatic wind. The air over the pampas heats up and rises and the air from the cool Andes 
flows (no, it catapults) down to replace it. It is mainly cross winds but riding for hours in an 80kph cross wind is quite an experience. 
For hours on end the wind just blows without a break. What’s it like on a push bike? We’ll get to that a bit later. 
We actually delayed going to Torres Del Paine for a couple of days due to the wind forecast. In these couple of days two people 
were killed in a car when a bus was blown across the road into them, a tour guide was seriously injured when he was blown off a 
track and took thirteen hours to be extricated, a tourist with another tour was blown off a waterfall and broke her arm, a pushbike 
rider was simply blown off the road and we met people that had been trekking and had been caught in an exposed spot and 
couldn’t move for twenty minutes (they just held onto a tree and hoped the tree didn’t blow away). 
 
THE PUSHBIKE STUFF 
We did meet quite a few people on pushies. For some reason we saw them as fellow travelers – being on two wheels and all. They 
indulged us and pretended that we were nearly as tough as they were (we generally thought of ourselves as pretty rugged out-door 
types – and then we would chat to the pushbike people and the bubble was burst!). 
We met a number that had been on the road for a couple of years including people that had started in North America (Alaska in 
one case) and were on their way to Patagonia. One Aussie from Byron Bay had been on the road for two years and his son had 
joined him for a couple of months. His loaded bike weighed 70kgms. As a matter of interest Surly steel frame Long Haul Truckers 
seemed to be the common weapon of choice (pleased me as I am a bit of a steel frame nut – I will probably end up with a plastic 
bike but not just yet). 
We crossed paths a few times with one Aussie lass doing it solo around South America for several months. She was a vegetarian 
but we shared a few meals with her and she was a chip eating machine – all you need is calories on a push bike. 
How did they cope with the wind down south. Well sometimes they didn’t. We would see them hiding in bus shelters or behind 
trees. Many just gave up and jumped on the bus – while the winds were mostly side winds there were plenty of times when there 
would be head winds. Not sure how you ride into an 80kph wind – well you don’t actually. You get off and push and then get a bus! 
And as for camping and the wind. On a motorcycle you can get from town to town in a day but on a push bike it is too far. You can’t 
put a tent up in the wind so where do you camp. That’s right – in a culvert under the road. 
 
 
THE COUNTRIES 
Chile: Quite affluent (the richest country in South America) and hence fairly expensive but fairly easy travelling. 
Argentina: Mostly fairly affluent (similar to Chile) although many rural areas were true third world. Bit cheaper than Chile and pretty 
easy travelling. 
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Bolivia: True third world (poorest country in South America) hence cheap travelling but just the nicest people. And how I miss all 
the women in their bowler hats. What is it with bowler hats and Indian women in South America? Of all the worlds fashion 
statement this must be the strangest. 
 
THE NUTS AND BOLTS (for those that are interested). 
Bikes: All the bikes were dual purpose (i.e. on road / off road bikes). Mine was a BMW 1200GS. Big, heavy, expensive and if the 
electronics went kaput…well that doesn’t bear thinking about. Never the less it did a stirling job although it did have a habit of 
having a lie down whenever there was sand (OK, maybe rider skill was also a factor). The other two bikes were Kawasaki 
KLR650s. Cheap, simple, reliable and not enough power to get themselves (or their riders) into trouble. There were no punctures 
and no major problems. The carburetor bikes (the Kawasaki’s) lost a lot of power above 4,000 metres but coped pretty well. The 
fuel injected BMW coped better with the altitude. One of the Kawasaki’s was my old bike and in 2004 did a 20,000km trip from 
London to Vladivostok (across Russia and 800 kms north of the Arctic Circle to the top of Norway).  
Shipping: We shipped our bikes in and out of Valparaiso (the port city for Santiago in Chile). This worked well (well I think it did – 
the bikes are currently at sea on their way home (hopefully)). This was cheaper and simpler than hiring or buying bikes over there. 
Our Route: Started in Valparaiso up through the Atacama Desert to Arica at the top of Chile. Then into Bolivia and up as far north 
as Lake Titicaca. Then down south into Argentina and basically head south in and out of Chile and Argentina a few times down to 
Ushuaia at the bottom of the continent. Then a three day boat trip up through the Fiords of Chile to Isle de Chiloe and then back to 
the start at Valparaiso. Gee it sounds simple if you say it quickly. 
 
Accommodation, food, etc: we camped a fair bit of the time which was fine (as long as you like camping – we do). The rest of the 
time was a mix of hotels, cabins, backpackers, etc. Most of these were fine. We cooked for ourselves a lot (one of us, not me, is a 
great cook) and the rest of the time ate at cafes, restaurants, fast food joints, etc. South America, despite its Spanish heritage is 
not a real foodie culture although obtaining fresh, quality food for cooking was not a problem. South American wine is up there with 
Aussie wine and very cheap. 
Leave of absence: all three of us have generous wives. Must admit though they are in strong negotiating positions for whatever 
they want. IE: holidays to Europe (two wives) and a new horse (the other wife). 
 
SUMMARY 
Great trip. Great people. Great scenery. Great adventure. Just great. 
But a word of caution: trips like this should only be undertaken by young people. We were glad we did this trip while we are still 
young – I’m 64, the other two guys are 63 – like I said: young people. 
 


